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LAND USE IMPACT STUDY 
PREFACE 
On October 1, 1977, the responsibility for marketing federally 
generated power (under provisions of the Flood Control Act of 1944) 
was transferred from the Department of the Interior to the newly formed 
Department of Energy. The power transmission portions of the Dickey-
Lincoln School Lakes Project were included in that transfer. 
The U.S. Departments of the Interior and Energy have conducted 
system planning, location, and environmental studies for the trans-
mission facilities required for the Dickey-Lincoln School Hydroelectric 
Project. These studies of many alternate routes have resulted in iden-
tification of a proposed transmission line route, and an environmental 
impact statement, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act 
of 1969. This report, one of several prepared under contract to the 
DOE by various consultants, is published as an appendix to that 
statement. 
Appendix G, Land Use Impact Study (two volumes, the second being 
a map volume) documents a study performed by E. C. Jordan, Inc., 
Portland, Maine. The contract for this work was awarded in April 1977. 
At that time the Department had completed system planning and regional 
corridor studies, and identified a system of alternative transmission 
line routes, substations, and microwave additions (delineated on the 
map inserted in this report). The contractor's responsibility was to 
assess and report the impact of these facilities on the existing and 
proposed land use of the area. This assessment is an important part of 
the Department's overall environm ntal studies, providing input into 
the route decision process, as well as necessary information for the 
environmental impact statement. 
E. C. Jordan, Inc., was selected to perform this study through a 
comprehensive competitive evaluation process which considered, among 
other factors, past performance on similar studies, technical qualifi-
cations, management capabilities, and familiarity with the northern New 
England area. This firm was found to be well qualified. 
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
A. GENERAL BACKGROUND 
This report is in partial fulfillment of the requirement of 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. It is a study of the 
existing and proposed land use impacts which would likely occur as a 
result of construction of the Dickey-Lincoln Transmission Line in con-
junction with the Dickey-Lincoln Hydroelectric Project at Lincoln 
School in Northern Maine. This report is organized and follows basically 
a topical summary as outlined in the National Environmental Policy Act. 
The body of the report discusses the study methods and procedures, the 
land use inventory and description of the existing land use conditions. 
In addition, the land use impacts anticipated, an evaluation of each 
route and relative merits of each, mitigating techniques, adverse effects 
which cannot be avoided, the relationship between local short term uses 
and long term productivity, anc'i irreversible and irretrievable committment 
to resources are discussed. The report closes with a list of references 
which have been used in the development of this report. 
Appendix A gives a summary, by mile, of each of the existing land 
uses that occur. Appendix B lists the expected impacts from the location 
of this transmission facility. It is important to be familiar with the 
assumptions which form the bas is of the impact assessments given in this 
report for it is these assumptions which were the basis of decision-
making throughout the remainder of the study. These assumptions came 
largely from data supplied by the Department of the Interior. 
No conclusions about the validity of constructing the line were made in 
this study, nor was it the intent of this study to assess any broader 
subjects such as the power generation dam itself. This study limits 
itself directly to land uses and how they are effected by the construction 
of the transmission facility from Northern Maine to western Vermont. 
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B. DEFINITIONS 
Route Network: The complex of route alternatives which are being investi-
gated. A preferred route will be selected from the route 
network. 
Link: 
Localized 
Routing 
Alternative: 
A portion or part of the route network. Each portion of 
transmission line route which is different in location 
from others within the network is assigned a link number. 
Links are subdivided into one mile sections internally 
with mile post numbers assigned to each one mile portion 
of the link. Mile designation begins at the junction of 
several likes as mile 0 and increases in one mile incre-
ments. Mile post numbers increase in response to the 
direction of power flow. Links extend from the junction 
of several route alignments to a second such junction. 
The term LRA was devised as a decision making tool. An 
LRA is considered to be a location within the route net-
work where links or combinations of links begin and end 
at a common geographical location and which possess minor 
differences in route alignment. As an initial step in 
the determination of a preferred route, analysis will be 
directed at determining if a clearly superior alternative 
exists in each LRA and if so the less desirable links 
would be dropped from further consideration with respect 
to identifying the preferred route. 
Segment: A segment is a term designating the complex of route al-
ternatives or links between termination or switching 
points. For example, all links between Dickey Dam and 
the switching station near Jackman, Maine are within what 
has been termed Segment B. Five segments are contained 
within the routing network (Segments A-E). Analysis will 
focus on identifying the characteristics and/or impacts 
associated with various link combinations within each of 
the five segments. 
Segment 
Routes: 
The term "route" has been assigned to combinations of links 
which connect the terminals of a segment. Distinctly 
different combinations of links thus connected have been 
given a route designation which includes the segment 
letter (A-E) and a numerical identifier (1-4). 
The Preferred The combinations of segment routes having the best corn-
Route: bination of characteristics (impacts) and are the align-
ments for the transmission line which are therefore pre-
ferred. 
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Right-of-Way: The 150 foot wide easement actually used for the trans-
(R.O.W.) mission line and towers. It will generally follow the 
centerline of the 1/2 mile wide route identified for 
study purposes. 
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SECTION II 
DESCRIPTION OF STUDY 
A. STUDY METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Mapping of land use activities along the proposed routes was accom-
plished from secondary sources - primarily aerial photographs. The 
basic alignment of the 56 links were identified on standard USGS quad 
sheets (1:62,500) as well as on normal color stereo photographs at a 
scale of 1:24,000. 
Land use categories were adopted from the State of Maine Standard 
Classification System for Land Use Coding. Features were mapped to the 
two digit level in most cases„ Individual buildings, however, were 
identified and indicated on the maps. Due to the scale of the photos 
and maps, land use areas of less than 1 - 2 acres were not identified. 
In addition to the photo interpretation, certain primary data was gathered 
to supplement the interpretation work. All rail lines were checked with 
the appropriate railroad company to determine use, (passenger, freight 
or both). Airports within 5 miles of the corridor were investigated to 
identify approach zones that crossed the corridor, and certain special 
features were checked for exact use. 
As discussed under ASSUMPTIONS (Section III, B), the use of forest land 
could not be determined from photo interpretation. Even where cutting 
practices were occurring, it could not be determined if the wood was to 
be used for pulp, sawlogs, or bolts - each having a different market 
value. However, because large tracks of land were owned by relatively 
few companies in Maine, it was decided to identify and contact these 
major land owners to determine their management and use of the forest 
resources. The results of this effort are reflected as forest land uses 
categories 31, 32, and 33. Neither New Hampshire nor Vermont appear to 
have the major land owners that Maine does. Thus, this type of investi-
gation could not be carried throughout the entire project length. 
Forest use was mapped as general (31), except where land owners were 
contacted and were able to provide more specific information. 
Information was obtained from the State of Vermont concerning the known 
areas of maple syrup extraction. No figures were available on the 
quantity of syrup produced per acre or whether the extraction was by one 
or more individuals or companies. 
Because the photos and maps were at different scales, plotting was 
slower and less accurate than if the two were identical. Topography on 
the USGS sheets, streams and other identifiable features were used 
as controls. Plotting was then transferred to mylar overlays and drafted 
in final form. Not all categories listed in the legend were used. 
Results of the mapping are summarized in Tables 1, 2-1 thru 2-5, and 
Appendix A by segment, link, and mile. 
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Residential categories 10 through 16 on the maps indicate the number of 
units per acre as a density range. The maps, however, show the indivi-
dual buildings, as do the tabular forms which record the actual number 
of units found within a given segment, link, or mile with no reference 
to density. 
Lineal features such as roads, railroads and streams, are identified by 
type on the maps and recorded by lineal measures rather than acre in 
tabular forms. The exception is Organized Logging Areas which are tabu-
lated by area. Although some utility features are lineal in nature, 
they are recorded in area units as are all other categories. 
-Each mile of corridor has 320 acres of land, (5280 x 2640 + 43560 = 320). 
Roads and railroads were not calculated for area, nor was an area figure 
included for these features. 
It was felt that for ease of understanding the land uses affected by the 
project, a tabular format could be used to advantage. The type and 
quantity of each land use is tabulated in three levels of detail: seg-
ments, links, and miles. Table 1 summarizes the general land use cate-
gories in Segments A-E. It is useful in depicting the changes in character 
of the land use activities as the route proceeds from northern Maine 
to western Vermont. Table 2 is a summary of each link. It presents the 
major land use categories mapped and the number or percentage of area 
that that land use occupies in the link. Finally, Appendix A is the 
tabulation of every land use mapped, mile by mile for each link and 
presents the most detailed summary of land use activities. 
In addition, a brief narrative discussing the location and significant 
features of each link accompanies each table in Appendix A. 
B. SEGMENT IDENTIFICATION 
Segment A is 29.4 miles long, extending from Fort Kent to Dickey. It is 
comprised of Links 1 through 3. Segment B extends from Dickey to the 
Midpoint Alternates west of Moosehead Lake, a distance of 118.6 miles. It 
includes Links 4 through 10. Segment C is the longest, covering ap-
proximately 134 miles through the White Mountains and into Vermont at 
the Moore substation. It includes Links 11 through 41. Segment D ex-
tends from Moore substation to the Granite substation. It covers 38.1 
miles and includes Links 42 through 45. The final segment is from 
Granite to Essex Junction, a distance of 43.3 miles and includes Links 46 
through 57. (See Figure 1) 
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Environmental Assessment of Alternative Routes 
Segment Map Figure 1 
SECTION III 
EXISTING LAND USE 
A. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
As part of the environmental impact assessment of the proposed trans-
mission lines from the Dickey-Lincoln School Dam, a study was undertaken 
to identify and assess the impacts on the land uses over which the 
transmission lines were to be located. The total land use study is 
divided into three parts: 
1. Identify and quantify existing land uses; 
2. Identify proposed land uses as known; 
3. Assess the likely impacts in relative terms of the location of 
the power transmission line on the existing and proposed land 
uses. 
This section discusses the first of the three study parts. 
Part 1 of the Land Use Study - Identification and quantification of 
existing land uses is Intended to provide data that will be part of the 
overall selection process of a final route alignment. The general 
western corridor system has many alternative links which must be considered. 
The exact alignments to be studied were chosen by the Department of the 
Interior. There are a total of approximately 800 miles of route divided 
among 56 links grouped into 5 segments, (See Figure 1). Land uses were 
identified in a half-mile wide corridor along each of the links. Tabu-
lations of the land uses in Tables 1, 2 and Appendix A show the area of 
each land use by segment, link and mile. 
From this study, the U.S. Department of the Interior, with its consul-
tants, can assess the relative merits of one link over another by deter-
mining the compatibility of the transmission line with a given land use 
and comparing the number of acres of each land use impacted in each link 
or mile. 
B. ASSUMPTIONS 
In order to proceed with the study, certain assumptions had to be made 
concerning the accuracy and interpretation of data. 
1. The routes and link segments mapped were supplied by the USDI. 
Where discrepancies existed between the photos and maps supplied, 
it was assumed the photos were correct. 
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2. Interpretation and mapping were limited strictly to the one-
half mile wide corridor even though major land uses may occur 
immediately adjacent to but outside the corridor. For this 
study, therefore, it is assumed impacts only will occur within 
a portion of the corridor itself. 
3. All land use activities were mapped from interpretation of 
aerial photos, field checked by aerial reconnaissance. In 
some cases, the precise nature of the use of certain buildings 
was impossible to determine. Examples include: 
Residences - seasonal, year-round, or abandon 
Railroads - abandon or active 
Logging roads - abandon or active 
Orchards - abandon or active 
Mining (gravel pits) - abandon or active 
In such areas, the land use was assumed to be active. 
A. While timber types were identified by another consultant, this 
gives no indication of how the timber is to be used. Because 
it is the prerogative of each land owner to use the available 
timber as he chooses, aerial photos interpretation could not 
be used'to identify forest land use. Unless knowledge was 
available to the contrary, all forests were assumed to be used 
for general uses including pulp, logs and bolts. 
5. It is recognized that informal recreation activities such as 
hunting, fishing, and hiking occur in forest areas and on 
lakes and streams. These secondary activities were not iden-
tified on the land use maps. Likewise, although forest manage-
ment occurs routinely at some public parks, such land was 
classified only as recreational use. For mapping purposes, 
only the dominant land use was assumed to occur. 
6. On some recreational lands where ownership was not known, the 
land was assumed to be public. 
7. All roads identified (including logging roads, were assumed to 
be active. 
C. MICROWAVE SITES 
Microwave sites are not discussed in tabular form. There is a narrative 
on each site proposed. The base information provided on the microwave 
sites was not as detailed as that for the corridors, the land use des-
criptions tend to be more general. Each of the sites is assumed to be 
approximately two acres in size, and maintained in a grass condition. 
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Of the eleven microwave sites necessary for operation of the transmis-
sion line, five are existing and are not part of this study. These are: 
Hot Brook 
Bagley 
Ferry 
Black Cap 
The remaining 5 microwave sites are new facilities, proposed to be 
constructed for this project (see Figure 2). These are discussed below. 
Pennington Mountain 
Located 8 miles south-southeast of Eagle Lake, Maine, this site of 
approximately 2 acres is covered predominantly by hardwood forest. 
The surrounding area is also forested predominantly with hardwoods. 
Access to the site would be from Route 11 which is about 1-1/4 
miles west (see Figure 3). 
Ashland 
This site is in the Town of Ashland approximately 2 miles southwest 
of the town center. An open site used for row crops, it is also 
adjacent to an existing transmitting tower. Two homes are adjacent 
to the sit:e as is the Tote Road. The Machias River is within 1/2 
mile of the site to the northwest (see Figure 4). 
Oak Ridge 
This site is located in Shirley, Maine. The Town of Shirley Mills 
is approximately 4-1/2 miles west of the proposed site. The site 
itself is in Oak Ridge, which is forest covered, predominantly with 
hardwoods. No agricultural or other land use activities seem to 
occur in the area. Access to the site would be via unpaved roads 
leading from Route 15, 3 miles away (see Figure 5). 
Parlin 
The Parlin site is located on an unnamed mountain that is well 
above the surrounding terrain. Long Pond is 4 miles north and 
Parlin Pond is 2-1/2 miles south. The site itself is rather 
isolated and is covered by softwoods. The surrounding steep ter-
rain changes to hardwood forest. Access to the site would be from 
Route 201, 1 mile to the west (see Figure 6). 
Lincoln School 
The Lincoln School site is located on the northwest side of the St. 
John River opposite the proposed site of the Lincoln School sub-
station. The site is heavily forested with a few logging roads 
nearby (see Figure 4). 
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McLean Mountain 
This site is approximately 4 miles south-southeast of the Town of 
St. Francis. The area is entirely in forest land. No access roads 
presently exist in the immediate area (see Figure 7). 
Oakfield Hill 
This site is located approximately 4 miles south of the town center 
of Oakfield. The site is almost completely in forest land. There 
is no existing access to the site. South Road, approximately 1/2 
mile away presents the most likely approach for an access road (see 
Figure 8). 
Hot Brook 
This site is located approximately 3 miles southwest of D^nforth 
Center on the northwest side of Route 169. Based on available 1955 
aerial photographs the site appears as a partly wooded pasture (see 
Figure 9). 
Bagley 
This site is located approximately 5.5 miles northeast from Lincoln 
immediately south and parallel to Bagley Road. The site includes 
an existing tower, a surrounding hardwood forest and a paved access 
road to the site (see Figure 10). 
Ferry 
This site is approximately 5 miles east of Milo, south of the 
Piscataquis River. The area has an existing tower. The surround-
ing area has abandoned fields and one single family residence 
adjacent to the site. An existing access road goes to the site 
(see Figure 11). 
Black Cap 
This site is located 3 miles south-southeast of East Eddington 
Center. The site has an existing tower and access road. The 
predominant land use in the immediate area is undeveloped ledge and 
forest land (see Figure 12). 
D. SUBSTATIONS SITES 
As part of the transmission line facilities, six electrical substations 
will be required. These will be used to change voltage or to switch 
power from one line to another. Of the six substations required, three 
are existing and will be expanded, and three will be new (see Figure 2). 
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The existing substations are: 
Fish River 
Moore 
Granite 
The new substations are: 
Lincoln School 
Dickey 
Midpoint - 2 alternates - Moose River, Jackman (see Figure 2). 
EXPANDED FACILITIES 
Fish River 
This existing site is in the Town of Fort Kent. The site is adjacent 
to Highway 181 near the Fish River. The land use of the expansion 
area is agriculture, principally row crops (81). The expansion 
area is to be approximately 160' x 190' or .7 acres. 
Moore 
This existing substation is located in Grafton County, New Hampshire 
7 miles west of Littleton, just west of the Moore Reservoir. The 
land use of the expansion area is forestry (80). The expansion 
area (350' x 640') totals approximately five acres. 
Granite 
This substation is located 5 miles south of Barre, Vermont, at the 
foot of Mount Pleasant. The 300' by 600' (4 acres) addition will 
occur on land now used for forestry (80, 81). 
NEW FACILITIES 
Lincoln School 
This new substation is proposed to be located on .7 acres (160' x 
190') at Lincoln School in St. Francis Plantation on State Route 
161. The land is currently used for forestry (81). This site is 
near the proposed Lincoln School Powerhouse. 
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E. DEFINITIONS OF EXISTING LAND USE CATEGORIES 
RESIDENTIAL 
Single Family - This classification identifies permanent year round 
individual residences excluding ancillary buildings. 
20 low density areas of from 1 to 5 residences per acre rural 
including residences in farm complex. 
11 medium density areas of from 6 to 25 residences per acre, vil-
lage or suburban sitting. 
12 high density areas of more than 25 residences per acre. 
Multi-Family - This classification identifies permanent, year round 
self-contained residential structures such as duplexes, apartment build-
ings and condominiums. 
Group Quarters 
This category includes rooming and boarding houses, membership lodgings, 
residence halls and dormitories, retirement homes, religious quarters, 
and residential hotels. 
Mobile Homes 
All mobile homes, permanent and seasonal residences, on individual lots 
or in mobile home parts. 
Seasonal Homes 
Individual seasonal residences identified by location, road network and 
surrounding activity. 
MANUFACTURING 
Light - This category identifies manufacturing and industrial activity 
characterized by single building per site with no outside activity. 
Heavy - This classification identifies manufacturing and industrial 
activity characterized by two or more buildings per site and for outdoor 
storage area. 
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TRANSPORTATION 
This category includes transportation lanes and rights-of-way but ex-
cludes complementary buildings or structures such as terminals and 
stations. Measurement of transportation lines is reported in linear 
miles except in the case of organized logging pattern roads (code 96A). 
Because of the intensive road network identified in under Code 96A 
measurement is reported in acres. 
Aircraft - This category measured in acres includes airport flying 
fields, aircraft hazard zones, seaplane landing areas; and heliport 
landing pads. 
Roads - The road category includes expressways, parkways, arterial 
streets and highways, collector and distributor streets, local access 
streets, alleys, pedestrian ways and areas, Improved and unimproved 
forest roads, winter haul forest roads and abandoned roads or highways. 
Communications - This classification includes telephone relay towers and 
microwave facilities, radio and television transmitting stations and 
relay towers and combined communication facilities. 
Utilities - Utility facilities include electric utility rights-of-way 
and regulating substations, gas pipeline right-of-way, gas pressure 
control stations, water pipeline right-of-way, irrigation distribution 
channels, water pressure control stations, wells and covered water 
storage, solid waste disposal sites, including sanitary landfill and 
refuse disposal areas. 
Railroads 
This classification includes railroad right of way only, excluding 
switching and marshaling yards. 
TRADE 
Commercial - This category includes all establishments engaged in whole-
sale and retail trade and service activities including warehouses, 
shops, theaters, motels, hotels, finance and business offices and per-
sonal services. 
Institutional - Institutional sites include private and public estab-
lishments such as government offices - police, fire and court buildings, 
postal services, correctional institutions, military bases and reserva-
tions, educational facilities, religious facilities, union social and 
fraternal halls, hospitals and libraries. 
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RESOURCE/EXTRACTION 
Agricultural activity is based on the immediate use of the land to be 
coded and does not aggregate the agricultural classification by the 
predominate economic activity of the unit. Thus a poultry farm with 
idle or abandoned fields will have the fields identified separately if 
they are in the affected area. The following definitions identify the 
land use codes. 
Crops - Open and cleared fields under active cultivation and open but 
idle or abandoned areas. 
Pasture - Open fields, not under cultivation but used for grazing purposes. 
Orchards - Acreage of fruit producing trees. 
Dairy/Livestock - Barns, stables and feedlots utilized for cattle and 
other livestock other than commercial poultry operations. 
Potato House/Barns - Storage facilities for potato or other crops. 
Poultry - Barns utilized for commercial poultry operations. 
Greenhouse/Horticultural - Enclosed buildings utilized for commercial 
production or research of plants. 
Fishing and Fish Services - Thus category includes fish hatcheries 
utilized for commercial production or research purposes. 
Mining - This category includes all mining extraction, both sub-surface 
and open pit. Mining extraction includes sand and gravel pits and 
granite quarries. Active mining includes all sites where evidence of 
current mining activities are identified. All other sites are assumed 
to be abandoned regardless of their potential to yield additional material. 
UNDEVELOPED 
This category includes those land uses not applicable to other categories. 
This includes idle forest lands in areas where timber harvesting cannot 
be realized and is not a part of state or federal forest lands. 
Water - This category includes all open water bodies such as rivers, 
brooks, streams, ponds and reservoirs. 
Wetlands - This category includes land areas with predominant water 
cover such as bogs and swamps. 
Under Construction - land areas where activities such as land clearing 
or building construction are in progress but forest use cannot be identified. 
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CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT/RECREATIONAL 
Camping Areas - This category includes all areas developed as camp sites 
for short term use. No differentiation is made between public and 
private lands. 
Snowmobile Trails - This category includes only those areas where permanent, 
groomed trails are maintained. Open access areas such as utility rights-
of-way are classified in their primary land use. 
State Parks - All state owned lands identified as parts generally lands 
with no private development, a limited road network, groomed areas for 
camping and hiking trails. 
State/National Forests - All lands registered as state or national 
forests. These areas generally have little or no private development, 
and fewer groomed camp and trail areas than do state parks. 
Municipal Parks - Locally controlled public lands ranging from completely 
developed sites to natural, undeveloped sites permitting public access. 
Bureau of Public Lands - Undeveloped public lands which may be used for 
primitive camping activities, hiking, contracted timber harvesting 
and/or contracted grazing land. 
Fish and Game - Public lands utilized primarily for fishing or hunting 
activities. 
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SECTION IV 
PROPOSED LAND USES 
A. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
In the study of land uses, the one constant factor is change. While 
land cannot really be created, neither can it be eliminated. Only the 
uses upon it change with the fluctuating values and priorities of vari-
ous owners through the years. 
Thus, the mapping of land uses is only accurate for a very short period 
of time. By the time the mapping is complete, it is reasonable to 
expect that some changes in the land uses have already occurred. When 
discussing the impacts of a project as extensive as a power transmission 
line, over 400 lineal miles or over 7,000 acres of land held by hundreds 
of owners, the number of changes in land use that may occur between the 
planning and construction phases can be considerable. Thus, the actual 
impacts to existing land uses at the time of construction are likely to 
vary from those expressed during the planning process. 
The probability of accurately projecting future land uses to the same 
degree of accuracy as existing land uses is impossible, however. Even 
with the most current planning tools and documents on hand, many vari-
ables may cause the actual land uses to deviate from the proposed plan. 
In the conduct of this study, comprehensive plans and future land use 
planning documents were obtained from all agencies and authorities along 
the proposed corridor. In several cases, no plan or maps were avail-
able, only policy statements. There was no consistancy of terms and 
definitions for the maps and categories nor were any of the plans speci-
fic in the same terms as existing land use. This is to say that cate-
gories were general, such as zoning districts, and were not site spe-
cific. 
The biggest problem, however, is that there is no time table for imple-
mentation of the plans and worse, no guarantee that all or any part of 
the plans will be implemented. Many existing forest lands are zoned for 
some type of low density residential use. If the transmission line were 
built today, however, the impact would be on forest land use, not resi-
dential. Whether or not the transmission line constitutes a conflict 
with nonexistant but potential housing is far too complex a question for 
this study. Certainly, the answer lies in the specifics of the property, 
type and quality of housing, and the question of how realistic is the 
probability of development of the future land use. 
Thus, the complexities of the future land uses relative to the installa-
tion of a power transmission line, precluded any examination of the im-
pacts of these two land uses. All impacts are based on the existing 
land uses, (existing as of June 1977). A complete set of maps were, 
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however, produced which show the power line crossing the projected land 
use categories, where they could be identified. Table 1 summarized the 
number of acres of each category for each segment. 
Many instances occur where the proposed power line crosses an area zoned 
Conservation/Resource Protection. The wide latitude of definitions of 
this category precludes any definitive comments about the relative 
impacts of the power lines on these land uses. Some are very restric-
tive, particularly for aesthetic reasons in which case the power line 
could present a conflict. Others relate more to general concern to 
performance standards for construction which could be met by the power 
line. Likewise, the probable impacts of the power line or more intense 
land uses cannot be assessed except in site specific terms. In fact, 
the compatability of such land use categories with an existing power 
line increases with the question narrowed to which land use occurs 
first. 
Figure 7 lists the categories of Future Land Uses. The categories 
themselves are a composite of categories used by the various plans. 
Most categories are consistant in terminology and intent except for 
Conservation/Resource Protection. This latter classification encom-
passes a broad range of categories dealing with aesthetic considera-
tions, preservation of open space, environmental preservation and simi-
lar land use intentions. 
B. DEFINITIONS OF PROPOSED LAND USE 
Village/Commercial 
This Land Use category is intended to define and include urban centers, 
town centers, commercial strip development, and areas of very high resi-
dential density. Residential density would probably exceed 25 units per 
acre and be indicative of multi-family dwellings. This category also 
includes the full range of commercial activities from small town centers 
to major urban areas. 
This land use is not considered compatible with the transmission line. 
All such commercial activity, regardless of density would cease to func-
tion in the immediate path of a transmission line. In the event that a 
transmission line were located adjacent to an existing village/commercial 
area, but on land used for other purposes at the time of installation, 
it is foreseeable that the village/commercial could expand around the 
utility line at some future data. It would be impossible, however, for 
expansion to occur under the utility. Thus, there would be a slot 
through this land use district where this activity ceased to occur. 
Therefore, village/commercial is not considered compatible with a trans-
mission line. Severe impacts would occur if a transmission line were to 
be placed through a future expansion area of this land use. 
Urban/Residential 
Urban/residential is intended to define low to medium density residen-
tial areas. It is most typical of single family residential subdivisions 
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of 1/4 to 2 acres. There could, however, be instances where the density 
is both higher and lower than this, with the maximum range being 1/8 of 
an acre (8 to 10 dwelling units per acre) to a low density of 2 1/2 to 5 
acres per unit. 
This land use is not considered compatible with a transmission line 
since it could not continue to function if a transmission line were 
placed in its path. Like village/commercial, however, this type of 
development could be worked around such a development with the actual 
transmission line becoming green belt or open space areas within the 
residential area. Past experience has shown that subdivisions can suc-
cessfully be developed up to and along transmission lines. 
Rural Residential/Agriculture 
This category is used to define very low density residential areas and 
agricultural lands. It is typical zoning for much of the project area 
particularly, in areas considered suburbs of major urban centers. 
This land use can and cannot be compatible with a transmission line 
depending on the specifics of the situation. If the area is residential 
it will likely be in large acreage subdivisions with two to five acre 
zoning. In this case, the transmission line would be incompatible 
unless it went through areas designated as green belts and open space. 
If, however, the land use were agricultural, either active or passive, 
the transmission line could exist with only slight impacts resulting 
from inconvenience to the farming practices. A negligible amount would 
actually be taken out of production as a result of the transmission 
line. Regardless of which land use came first, there is a certain 
degree of compatibility between rural/ residential/agriculture and 
transmission line. 
Public/Semi-Public 
This classification covers those land uses such as public parks, govern-
ment installations and public institutions. Examples of these land uses 
include municipal and county parks, state forests, national forests, 
hospitals, schools, churches, military installations, airports and 
county buildings. 
This land use category is considered to be relatively compatible with a 
transmission line providing the transmission facility does not extend 
over an area actively used by the general public. This means that a 
transmission line could occur in a park or national forest without 
disrupting the general activities of that land use. It could, however, 
become a problem if the transmission line were to go directly over a 
building used as part of one of these activities. If a transmission 
line were to exist first, these facilities could easily be built around 
the transmission line so that the two land uses could be reasonably 
compatible within the same general area. 
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Industrial 
As the name implies, this land use covers all manufacturing and indus-
trial operations from light manufacturing through heavy industry, manu-
facturing storage areas, wood yards, and any other land use related to 
the manufacture, supply, distribution or sale of products. It does not 
Include transportation facilities such as railroad yards, commercial 
airports and highways. 
The development of an industrial complex around an existing transmission 
line could be compatible with judicial use of the transmission line 
property itself. This land could be used for drainage ways, limited 
transportation, green belt buffer strips, and some types of storage. In 
some cases a transmission line could interfere with the most economic 
means of development and expansion of the industrial area. 
Management District (Maine Only) 
This classification is used only by the Maine Land Use Regulation 
Commission (LURC). It is a designation used to indicate land in an 
unincorporated town which is generally under the management of a large 
landholder, such as a paper company. The land is usually managed by 
this Industry for the production of pulp or paper products. There are 
limited areas that are managed for wildlife purposes also within the 
management district, but these are relatively infrequent. 
Development District (Maine Only) 
This district, as defined by Maine's LURC, is intended to set aside 
areas for limited residential and recreation type developments. It is 
anticipated that within these &reas, major recreation facilities and 
limited residential areas adjacent to existing small towns and communi-
ties can be developed in the unorganized territories. Because of the 
broad latitude of land uses which may occur within the development 
district, it is hard to determine whether or not this specific district 
is compatible or incompatible with the proposed transmission facility. 
It is conceivable, however, based on the general range land uses that 
typically have occured and have been the focus of discussion within 
LURC, that this development district can be considered somewhat com-
patible with transmission facilities. 
Conservation/Resource Protection 
This proposed land use classification is a large composite from the 
various land use plans that were acquired in the conduct of this study. 
In general, each of the land use plans use the words conservation, 
resource or protection, or have some connotation of these words in their 
definition of the land use categories which are encompassed here. The 
general intent of this classification and of those it is derived from 
is to limit activities in these areas for the enhancement of the re-
sources in the area for future use. The preservation of these areas for 
scenic and aesthetic reasons is another consideration in its establish-
ment. The setting aside of areas for future land use decisions, resource 
enhancement and wildlife development are also included in this category. 
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In Vermont, one of the classifications that is included in this district 
is one which preserves the tops of mountains for scenic and aesthetic 
reasons. The people of these communities feel strongly about the preser-
vation of these unique resources resulting in the inclusion of these re-
sources in this category. In New Hampshire many communities use the 
word conservation or resource protection in their local land use plans 
to set aside areas for enhancement of natural features and preservation 
of unique archeological and historic areas. In Maine, the state has 
adopted a uniform resource protection zone which applies to all communi-
ties within the state. Each community then has the option of adopting 
the state guidelines or exceeding the restrictiveness of these guide-
lines for their own area. In most cases, these guidelines apply to 
shoreland zones within 250 feet of all designated waterbodies. Subzones 
within the shoreland zone can be for various levels of development or 
nondevelopment. Resource protection is the most restrictive of the 
shoreland zones in the State of Maine, not allowing any form of develop-
ment or alteration of the natural features. 
The compatibility of a transmission line with a conservation/resource 
protection zone is not considered good. The transmission facility and 
towers represent a rather sophisticated form of man-made development. 
It is the intent of this district to exclude and eliminate all such 
types of man-made developments from these zones for a various number of 
reasons. Thus, this classification is not considered compatible with a 
transmission line and severe impacts could occur if a transmission line 
were to be located within this district. 
Unclassified 
This category is used to designate those lands where state, county, or 
local community future land use plans were not available. In these 
areas there is no way of knowing what the proposed land uses were and 
therefore were classified as such. It is impossible to make any state-
ment about the relative compatibility between a transmission line and 
these areas. 
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SECTION V 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The following section discusses each land use category in terms of the 
assumptions and definitions previously stated. These brief summaries 
provide the basis for which the determination of compatibility was made 
and hence land use impacts. It must be remembered that in a study of 
this length and size, it was impossible to differentiate the various 
impacts between one state or community and another. Hence, each resi-
dential area of a given density was assumed to be impacted in a com-
patible manner to any other similar residential area in terms of land 
use. Differences In land use impacts which could be attributed to the 
transmission line, not accounted for in land use, should be adequately 
discussed In othfer sections of the total environmental statement, such 
as the socio-ecoiomic section and aesthetics or recreation. Those 
topics were not part of the consideration in terms of total impact in 
land use. 
Each of the nine general existing land use categories are discussed 
below. In several instances, separate consideration was given to sub-
groups within a category where the impacts may differ. 
B. IMPACT LEVELS 
In the determination of impacts, compatibility of the land use with the 
transmission line was the basis of evaluating impacts. Five impact 
levels were provided by the USDI. These are: 
Severe -
High -
Moderate -
Slight -
Not-identifiable -
These categories relate only to negative impacts. Positive impacts are 
addressed in this narrative, but are not part of the overall impact 
evaluation. 
Severe - This level is used to describe conditions where the land use 
could not function if the transmission line passed over the feature. 
Thus, the entire feature would either cease to function or would have to 
be relocated. Public safety and operation were the considerations for 
compatibility. 
High - This category is used to define those conditions where most of a 
facility would cease to function or most of the facility would have to 
be relocated for reasons of safety or operation. 
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Moderate - Where construction of the transmission line would cause in-
convenience, or certain portions of a feature would cease to function or 
would function with reduced efficiency, they are assessed as Moderate. 
• 
Slight - This is the lowest impact level and is used to define potential 
conditions where small inconveniences or inefficiencies may occur. The 
basic feature could remain the function however. 
Not Identifiable - Where an existing land use would continue unaffected 
by the presence of the transmission line, no Impacts were identified. 
This category also identifies those instances where positive impacts may 
occur. An assumption is that the current status of a given piece of 
land is considered optimum by its owner. Unless the existing land use 
activity received some particular benefit from being located under a 
transmission line, the line is not considered to enhance the use of the 
land. 
This is not to say that other positive impacts, such as economic, may 
not result from the line. These are not part of the land use study, and 
are discussed in other reports. Positive impacts would occur when the 
existing land use can be expanded or made more efficient as a result of 
the transmission line's presence. 
Figure 14 shows in summary form; the impact assessment for each land use 
category, the possibility of mitigating action, and the relative impact 
level after effecting mitigating action. 
In addition to the following narrative which discusses the general 
consideration surrounding each land use, Appendix B provides a tabular 
account of each link, mile by mile, of the dominant land uses and the 
impact assessment level. 
Appendix B is a link summary of the dominant and secondary land uses in 
a given link, their impact assessment levels, and other mitigative 
action impact levels. This table was basic in assessing one route over 
another where alternatives were available. 
C. IMPACT DETERMINATION PROCESS 
The actual process used in determining the impact of each link in the 
final selection of a preferred route is delineated below. This process 
relies heavily upon the assumptions earlier stated in this section and 
on the generalization of effects which are likely to occur on a given 
category of land use as whole and not site specific. Finally, a certain 
amount of professional judgement was necessary in comparing certain 
links in order to make judgement as to which link might be preferred. 
This judgement is based on knowledge of earlier parts of the study, 
i.e., air photo interpretation, knowledge of the route from aerial 
reconnaissance, and from the data generated in the associated tables. 
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1. The first step in the impact assessment process was to take the 
existing land use maps which represent a half mile wide corridor 
and draw a center line to indicate the 150-foot wide right-of-way. 
At the scale of the maps of one inch to a mile, a 150-foot wide 
line Is about the width of a pencil line. Thus, it was difficult 
to make an exact determination of the land uses which may exist 
within this right of way. In several instances, some judgemental 
factor had to be applied where a specific feature was very near but 
perhaps not under the pencil line. In these cases, particularly 
single family residential houses, we assumed the house to be part 
of the 150-foot wide right-of-way to present the worst possible 
case. 
2. The second step was to review these maps and record the land uses 
impacted mile by mile for each link (s,ee Appendix B) . In reviewing 
the Appendix and the maps it is obvious that more than one land use 
usually occurs within any given mile. In fact, it is entirely 
possible that several land uses occur within a given mile. Because 
of the length and scope of this project, it was impossible to list 
and discuss each and every land use traversed by the 150-foot wide 
right-of-way. Instead, as can be seen from the Appendix B tables, 
a determination was made of the dominant land use within each link 
mile and a determination of other land uses that occur. In this 
way it was possible to get an overview of the land use activities 
and character of a given link on a mile-by-mile basis. From this, 
a generalized concept of the link can be obtained. 
3. The third step in the process was to list the impacts assuming that 
a reasonable amount of mitigation has occurred. Thus, in Appendix 
B, the impact assessment listed by dominant and other land uses 
reflects the impacts after mitigation. These impacts were taken 
from Table 14 which shows the expected impacts on each land use both 
before and after a reasonable amount of mitigation has occurred. 
4. With the Appendix B tables complete, tables 3-1 through 3-6 were 
completed. These were done by reviewing the Appendix B tables and 
recording the after mitigation impacts under the appropriate land 
use column. It can be seen from tables 3-1 through 3-6 that the 
land use categories are grouped together slightly. This was found 
to be expeditious as some generalizations could be made about 
certain land use categories. For instance, land use category 92 
and 93, which were recorded separately in Appendix B, are now 
combined in tables 3-1 through 3-3. In addition to recording the 
land use and its associated impacts that occur within each length, 
the number of miles in which that land use impact occurs were also 
recorded. Thus, if we look at Appendix B, link 17A, for an example, 
it will be seen that the link is nine miles long, the dominant land 
use in mile 1 is 32 and 33 which is a type of forest cover, the 
impact assessment for the dominant land use is severe, and there 
are no mitigating measures available. If we go now to table 3-3 
and look at the first line, we see Link 17A, 9.1 miles in length, 
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impact after mitigation in the columns 32 and 33 have a solid 
circle indicating severe Impact. Above each so^id circle is the 
number 9 indicating that these severe impacts occur in nine miles 
of link 17A. 
5. The next step was to take tables 3-1 through 3-6 and total the 
number of impacted miles in each link. Where an impact occurs but 
could be mitigated, resulting in an open circle in tables 3-1 
through 3-6, the mile was not counted. Thus, the number of im-
pacted miles refer only to those miles where an impact occurs which 
cannot be mitigated to no effect or no adverse impact. Referring 
again to table 3-3 link 17A as an example, we find that seven miles 
were impacted in land use type 46, nine miles in land use 32, nine 
miles in land use 33, three miles in land uses 92 and 93, and two 
miles in land uses 72 through 76. The total number of impacted 
miles in link 17A thus is 30. These totals were recorded in table 
4. 
6. The final step was to select a preferred routing. This was based 
on the number of impacted miles in each link, which comes primarily 
from tables 4 and 5. This was augmented, however, by the con-
sultants knowledge of the specific links from the aerial photos and 
site reconnaissance and by the comments recorded in Appendix B 
tables. Thus, as we complete our example using link 17A, we find 
that it had 30 impact miles. By referring to table 5 we find that 
if link 17B was an alternate to 17A„ it has 34 impacted miles. 
Thus, we can say that because 17A has fewer Impacted miles, and 
from Appendix B tables for 17A and 17B, find that the impacts 
occurred largely in the same type of land use, then link 17A is 
preferred over 17B„ 
This process was carried out for all of the route network alternatives 
shown in Figure 15. The resulting recommended routing, based strictly on 
land use, is shown in table 5. 
D. ASSUMPTIONS OF LAND USE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
1. It is assumed that impacts will only occur in the 150' wide ease-
ment on the centerline of the 1/2 mile wide corridors. 
2. It is assumed from data supplied by the USDI that stringing will be 
via helicopter. 
3. It is assumed that tower placement can be varied in location where 
necessary to avoid small objects. 
4. Impacts are assumed to be either temporary or permanent loss or 
reduction in existing land use activity. 
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->. Reduction in land values or aesthetic appeal were not considered in 
this report because these factors are covered elsewhere in separate 
studies. 
6. It is assumed that some mitigation where possible will be effected 
at all points where impacts are projected. 
7. Although transmission towers can interfere with some agricultural 
irrigation systems creating a negative impact on crops, it is as-
sumed that such systems are not existant in the study area. The 
basis for this is the sparse use of such equipment in the region. 
8. Visual impacts are not a part of this study with one exception -
seasonal camps. The location of such camps is their prime value. 
An integral part of the activities which normally at such camps is 
the enjoyment of the scenic views which they typically enjoy. 
Thus, it is assumed that while the transmission lines can be 
routed around these camps saving the building and immediate land 
use, the view assumed to be part of the activity of the camp would 
be impaired thus causing negative impacts on the land use. 
9. For evaluating relative impacts of one link over another, it is 
assumed that those links with greater incidents of impacts are more 
severly impacted. Professional judgement is exercised in those 
cases where unusual or severe impacts other than forest land occur. 
This system is applicable because most impacts are on forest lands, 
thus, Impacts are more a matter of quantity than quality. In ad-
dition, land use patterns generally change uniformly over the 
region, thus, general land uses are consistanc from one alternate 
link to another within a segment. 
E. IMPACT DISCUSSION BY LAND USE TYPES 
RESIDENTIAL 
Single Family (10) 
Power lines, for reasons of safety, cannot pass over a house or yard. 
Noise and dust from construction will be temporarily irritating. Inter-
ference with TV and radio reception is possible. In terms of land use, 
the two are not compatible. 
Impacts are "severe" if relocation is necessary, but can be reduced to 
"slight" by adjustment of the line around the house and yard. Even with 
relocation of the structure to land of equal quality and equal services 
and social benefits, family disruption, etc. make this a severe impact. 
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Mobile Homes (14) j 
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All of the impacts associated with other residential detached housing 
apply to mobile homes. There is, however, the major difference that the 
units themselves can be moved to a new site if necessary. Thus, the 
impact of relocation does not include the movement to a different struc-
ture. Only a change in site is required, thus the disruption to the 
family is assumed to be slightly less than other types of housing. The 
two uses are, however, incompatible causing "severe" impacts. 
Seasonal Homes (16) 
These units, like all other residential units cannot exist directly 
under the transmission line. While the buildings are often minimal and 
may lack full utilities, their principal attribute is their site. Thus, 
relocation affects the principal amenity. In direct impacts such as 
interference to TV reception is not as severe because it is assumed that 
life styles of such buildings are not as related to such items. 
Residential Single Family (11, 12) 
This is higher density than the other single family residential cate-
gories and evaluated separately due to the larger number of families 
affected. It Is assumed that all municipal services are available to 
these homes and thus relocation would not be as readily available to 
comparably alternate sites. Thus, impacts are "severe". 
Multifamily (13, 15) 
Like high density single family - this land use cannot exist under a 
transmission line and must be relocated or avoided. The high number of 
people and public services generally available make this a difficult and 
costly operation, thus "severe" impact would occur to this land use. 
MANUFACTURING LIGHT-HEAVY (21, 22) 
This cateogry includes buildings and ancillary land uses but not parking 
areas. The impact assessment relates to the structures which cannot 
exist under the transmission lines. The complexities of moving a manu-
facturing facility to a site of equal value and convenience to the 
company are large and could create "severe" impacts. 
Impacts would not only be the difficulty of finding a new location, but 
would also involve the disruption and loss of production during the 
move. Some industries are site dependent for various reasons such as 
water supply, discharge of waste or resource supply. Relocation may not 
be possible. 
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TRANSPORTATION 
Railroads (40, 41, 42) 
Railroads being a lineal type land use are relatively compatible with 
transmission lines either parallel to or crossing each other. If paral-
lel, the two uses form a familiar historic pattern of railroad tracks 
paralleled by telegraph or other transmission wires. Although the scale 
of the power line proposed is larger than some, the uses are compatible. 
There seems to be little difference between impacts on freight or passen-
ger trains, aside from aesthetic. Both uses can exist in the same 
corridor without interference or safety hazards to each other. 
At crossings, the impact is minimal due to the short duration of the 
impact zone and the fact that neither use is affected, altered or im-
peded by the other. 
Aircraft (43) 
In the case of aircraft, it was determined that the transmission line 
and aircraft with their associated facilities are extremely imcompati-
ble. Even if markers are placed on the wires to highlight their posi-
tion, they present a significant threat to safe air travel if existing 
in the approach zone to a runway. The absoluteness of the conflict 
indicates that the conflict condition exists if the wires are in a 
designated approach zone. Thus, impacts are severe. 
Roads (44-46A) 
Roads are considered to be very similar to railroads in compatibility 
and impact. Transmission lines typically traverse and parallel roads. 
Installation of the transmission line would not effect the safety or 
operation of the roads. During construction, some inconvenience may be 
encountered due to equipment noise, dust from construction, and equip-
ment movement across the road. These impacts are, however, temporary. 
COMMUNICATIONS (47) 
This category includes transmission towers for radio, microwave, and 
other similar structures. By physical design these structures cannot 
exist under a power line, thus a severe conflict exists where the pro-
posed line is to cross such a facility. Since relocation can be expen-
sive or impossible for some communications facilities, the routing of 
the transmission line around the facilities should eliminate most 
impacts. This assumes that there would be no interference with the 
communication signals by the power lines. 
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UTILITIES (48) 
These land uses are either identical to the proposed facility in that 
they have towers or may be completely subsurface with only a cleared 
right-of-way showing on the ground. In either case, the transmission 
line could pass over these facilities without affecting their function. 
There are certain types of utilities such as some pipelines which can be 
affected by the current in the transmission line, but impacts are gener-
ally considered to be none. 
TRADE (51, 61) 
Commercial trade can be identified as retail businesses. Like other 
structures previously discussed, such buildings could not continue to 
function if located directly under the transmission lines. Since the 
location of a retail business is a major factor in its success, relo-
cation of the business cannot always be considered. Thus, impacts are 
considered severe. 
Institutional facilities such as schools, hospitals and military facili-
ties may or may not be affected by the transmission line depending upon 
the specific land use. Like other categories, buildings cannot function 
safely under transmission lines. However, most facilities in this cate-
gory have adjacent open spaces for outdoor activities, parking and 
storage. These outdoor areas can be compatible with the lines, thus the 
impact on such facilities may not be as high as commercial trade. 
Impacts are considered to be high. 
RESOURCE EXTRACTION (80-99, 31-35) 
This is a large category and must be discussed in sections relating to 
the various land uses included. Much of the impact assessment is based 
on documentation from previous projects and experience of the Department 
of the Interior, Bonneville Power Administration. 
CROPS (80-82) 
In general, production of row and field crops can continue under the 
transmission lines. Access roads to the tower sites are expected to be 
20 feet wide and restored after construction. The towers themselves 
will occupy an area approximately .150' x 150' during erection and only 
50' x 50' after completed. Thus, there will be a temporary loss of some 
production area during construction and a small area taken by the tower 
after construction. There may be some permanent inconvenience in main-
taining the farm furrow patterns as a result of the tower. The loss in 
area from a 10 acre field by one tower is less than 1/2 percent of the 
total field area. Periodic inspections and maintenance of the tower can 
be scheduled at times convenient for the farmer and his crop cycle, 
except for emergency repairs which could damage portions of the crop and 
affect soil conditions afterwards. Thus, impacts are expected to be 
slight. 
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The transmission line towers can also interfere with certain types of 
irrigation equipment and aerial spraying. Neither of these activities 
is widely used in the project region, however, and should not be adver-
sely affected by the project. 
PASTURE/LIVESTOCK (83, 85) 
Since pasture land requires little or no maintenance by the owner, the 
introduction of a transmission tower has virtually no impact. Cattle 
have continued to graze under transmission lines and can find the tower 
to be a convenient rubbing post. Access roads for maintenance should 
not interfere with the pasture nor measurably reduce the pasture area. 
Construction of the line may temporarily disrupt the use of pasture 
areas. Impacts are considered to be slight. 
ORCHARDS (84) 
Like other agricultural activities, orchards and truck farms are largely 
unaffected by the introduction of transmission lines. Plants themselves 
are unaffected by the lines. Towers may or may not reduce the field 
capacity depending on the specific type of plant and the farms prac-
tices. Some tower designs allow the plants to be located directly under 
them and can be erected without removing plants. Some of the farms own 
access road which may be suitable for access to the tower sites. 
POTATO HOUSE BARNS, POULTRY, HORTICULTURE, PLANTATIONS, FISH SERVICES 
(85A, 86, 87, 88, 89) 
Although these land uses normally include some buildings, they are not 
continuously occupied by people. Thus, the safety consideration in 
other building situations is not as severe. The placement of the trans-
mission line adjacent to these facilities should not alter their capa-
city, efficiency, or safety. The line should not, however, be directly 
over the buildings. Impacts are considered to be none unless directly 
overhead, which could create high impact. 
MINING (90A, 90B) 
Active mining for the purposes of this report is limited to surface 
extraction of gravel/sand, rock quarries for cut stone, and similar 
surface extraction activities. In these cases, it is not possible to 
string wires over the extraction area safely and the location of a tower 
could limit the full expansion potential of the operation thus causing 
the land use to cease. Transmission lines immediately adjacent to such 
activity where no expansion potential exists, however, would not affect 
its operation or efficiency. Thus, impacts are considered to be moder-
ate. 
Abandon raining activity should not be affected by the installation of 
the transmission line if the activity ceased due to full extraction of 
the material. 
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FOREST TIMBER (31, 32, 33, 34, 35) 
The requirement that all transmission line rights-of-way and/or ease-
ments be cleared of and maintained clear of all trees has the effect of 
eliminating for all future time, the production of timber and/or extrac-
tion of sap from this land. This is deemed a severe impact since the 
land use is completely eliminated. 
Timber removed for construction will be marketed. Some of the timber 
removed, however, may not be of optimum market size. As mitigation, 
secondary uses may be introduced to the cleared ROW or easement. Such 
activities as pasture, crop production and Christmas tree growth can be 
introduced to offset the loss of timber. 
Trees bordering the newly cleared area which were once fully surrounded 
by other trees will, after construction, be exposed. These edge trees 
can have a higher incidence of sun scald and wind damage than prior to 
clearing. 
UNDEVELOPED (91-99) v 
These land use categories are very general covering a broad range of 
qualities. Their common factor is that there is little evidence of 
regular active use. It is recognized that occasional activities may 
occur such as informal recreation (hunting, fishing) and that these 
lands may have potential for other more intensive uses. However, in 
their current state, the existing activities would not be significantly 
affected by the proposed transmission line. 
CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATIONAL (70-76) 
Camping Areas (70) 
This land use category includes both public and private facilities which 
were identified by air photo interpretation and secondary sources. 
While camping could continue to exist under the transmission lines, the 
quality of the experience would likely be so reduced as to require that 
the area be moved. The general inconsistency of camping, which is a 
"back to nature" type activity, and the transmission line which is a 
high technology feature, causes the conflict between these two activi-
ties. While it is not the purpose of this report to involve issues of 
aesthetics, the nature of this activity dictates that a broader look at 
the realities of the situation is warranted. Thus, it is determined 
that the location of a transmission line over a camping site would have 
a severe Impact on this land use. 
SNOWMOBILING (71) 
One of the most popular areas for snowmobile operation is power line 
rights-of-way. Many miles of trails have been officially and unoffi-
cially developed along the cleared corridors for many types of utility 
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lines. The Dickey-Lincoln line, however, will not be a public owned 
right-of-way, but instead will be on private land through easements. 
Thus, it will be the option of each individual land owner to decide if 
snowmobiles or other trail activities will be allowed along his portion 
of the line. This can cause problems because the public, who is accus-
tomed to having free access to utility corridors owned by the utility 
company, may not know that this line exists on private property. 
Existing trails on private property will likely be continued if the line 
is constructed. Trails will probably not be constructed where they do 
not exist now unless there is a change of policy by individual land 
owners. The existing snowmobile and other trail activities should not 
be affected. Land owners whose land is traversed by the line, however, 
may experience a higher incidence of unauthorized travel over their 
property. Impacts are considered to be "none". 
STATE PARKS AND FORESTS, MUNICIPAL PARKS, PUBLIC LANDS, FISH AND 
GAME (72-76) 
The variety of activities, facilities and natural features present in 
these lands makes generalizations difficult. Power lines do exist in 
public recreation areas. In the broadest sense, it can be stated that 
these uses can continue to function after installation of a transmission 
line. There will be both positive and negative effects, depending on 
the specific park and the existing facilities. 
Negative impacts will include the loss of habitat where land cover 
changes occur from clearing activities. This can affect the quantity of 
or location of certain hunting activities. Special features and acti-
vities may have to be relocated for aesthetic reasons as well (which are 
the subject of a separate report). Other negative impacts may result 
from the use of chemicals to control vegetative growth. Such chemicals 
are often toxic to birds and animals of the area. Fish resources may 
also be adversely affected by the application of toxic chemicals for 
weed control if runoff and wind drift are not considered during appli-
cation. 
Noise from construction will have a temporarily detrimental effect in 
the vicinity of the line by driving animals and birds away from their 
habitat. Those species compatible with the post-construction conditions 
can be expected to return, however. 
Positive impacts can result from the creation of new open habitat which 
can increase both the quantity and diversity of plants and game. The 
cleared easement also affords easier access to the area. 
In general, impacts are considered to be slight, except in the case of 
state and national forests where, as previously discussed under Forest 
Timber, this land use must cease. Impacts are considered to be moderate 
due to the frequent practice of management cutting. 
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TABLE 4 
MILES (BY LINK) WHERE IMPACTS CANNOT BE FULLY MITIGATED 
SUMMARY OF IMPACTED MILES (by link)* 
Link Link Impacted Link Link Impacted Link Link Impacted 
Number Miles Miles Number Miles Miles Number Miles Miles 
1 16.9 35 16 15.5 48 37 11.8 26 
1A .2 1 17 7.4 24 38 25.8 67 
IB .3 1 17A 9.1 30 39 5.5 9 
1C .9 3 17B 14.6 34 40 3.0 5 
2 17.7 53 18 5.2 16 41 .3 2 
3 11.1 30 18A 6.0 14 42 9.1 16 
4 45.7 115 19 11.0 23 43 30.4 83 
6 14.7 41 20 10.5 28 44 27.2 53 
7 15.5 47 21 5.8 19 45 1.5 3 
8 10.3 28 22 2.4 11 45A 1.2 3 
9 63.6 196 23 1.4 4 45B 1.5 3 
9A 13.5 48 24 1.9 6 45C 2.3 5 
10 7.9 28 25 14.1 43 46 6.7 18 
10A 9.8 34 26 9.6 28 47 4.2 20 
11 64.7 146 27 12.4 32 47A 3.4 4 
11A 1.3 4 28 7.7 23 48 7.9 14 
12 37.8 109 29 5.2 20 49 12.2 23 
12A 6.5 19 30 5.3 18 50 6.9 17 
13 6.0 16 31 20.3 87 51 2.1 6 
13A 9.3 23 32 1.8 2 52 2.2 4 
14 6.1 17 33 2.0 6 53 .6 1 
14A 3.8 12 34 .3 1 54 7.5 13 
15 15.8 49 35 6.3 14 55 4.9 12 
36 18.7 39 56 5.1 10 
*Based on Tables 3-1 through 3-6 
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FIGURE 15 
ROUTE NETWORK ALTERNATIVES 
SEGMENT "A": PIC KEY-LINCOLN SCHOOL-FISH RIVER 
ALTERS ATE LINKS: 3,1A, IB, 1C, 2, 1 
ALTERNATE ROUTES; 
Route A-l: Links; 3, 1A, IB, 1, 1C 
Route A-2: Links; 3, 1A, IB, 2, 1C 
SEMEKT "B" : DICKEY-JACKMAN/MOOSE RIVER 
SEGMENT B1: Dickey - Jackman 
Segment B2: Dickey - Moose River 
Alternate Links: 4,5,6,7,8,10, 10A 12 (1st I'.O Mi) 9, 9A, 11A, 
11, (1st TZMi.) 
LOCALIZED BOUTING ALTERNATIES (LHA'S): 
LRA "I": Alt- 1-1; Link 6 
' Alt. 1-2; Link ? 
ALTERNATE ROUTES SEGMENT "BJ 
Route B^-l: Links; 4,5, Best LRA-I, 8, 10, 12 (IstiMi) 
Route B1-2: Links; 4, 9, 9A, 12 (tfl|t I ) 
ALTERNATE ROUTES SEGMENT "Bp" 
Route B2-1: Links; 4, 5, Best LRA-I, 8, 11A, 11 (lst!2Mi) 
Route B2-2: Links; 4, 9, 10A, 11 ( 1 s t M i ) 
SEGMENT "C": JACKMAN/MOOSE RIVER-MOORE 
SEGMENT Cj: Jackman-Moore 
SEGMENT Co: Moose River-Moore 
ALTERNATE LINKS: Link 11 (Mi7.2 L i n k 1 2 (MilO-e^) 12A,13, 
13A, 14, 14A, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 3 9 , 40, 41^/7^,78, , $ A. 
LOCALIZED ROUTING ALTERNATES (LRA'S): 
LRA II: Alt. II-1; Link 15 
Alt. II-2; Link 16 
LRA III: Alt. III-l; Links 17A, 18, 18A 
Alt. III-2; Links 17A, 19 
Alt. III-3; Links 17B, 18A 
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LRA 
, ik 
IV: Alt. 
Alt. 
IV-1; Link 26 
IV-2; Link 27 
LRA V: Alt. 
Alt. 
V-l; Link 29 
V-2; Link 30 
LRA VI: Alt. 
Alt. 
Alt. 
VI-1; Links , 
VI-2; Links , 
VI-5; Links 
21, 
25, 22, 55, 
25, 24, 52, 55 
LRA VII: Alt. 
Alt. 
VII-1; Link 56 
VII-2; Link 57, 59 
ALTERNATE ROUTES SEGMENT "CV: 
Route C1-1: Links 12 (Miio-Mi^), 12A, 
Best V, 51, 52, 55, 54, 55 
25, Best 
, VII, 40 IV, , 41 
28, 
Route C^-2: 
• 
Links 12 (Mi/ 0-Mi«r^), 13A, 
Best III, 20, Best VI, 34, 
40, 41 
14, 
55, 
Best 
Best II, VII 
17, , 
Route C- t5: Links 12 (Mil.0-Mi*^), 12A, 
V, 31, 32, 35, 34, 38, 59, 
25, Best 41 IV, 
28, 
Route Links 12 (Mii-O-Mie^), 15A, 
Best III, 20, Best VI, 54, 14, 58, 
Best II, 17, 
59, 40, 41 
ALTERNATE ROUTES SEGMENT "Cp": 
Route C2-1: Links 11 (MiT2-MiM), 14A, 14, Best II, 17, 
Best III, 20, Best,IV, 54, 35, Best VII, 
40, 41 
Route C2-2: Links 11 (MiT^-Mi^), 13, 25, Best IV, 28, 
Best V, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, Best VI, 40, 41 
Route Cp-3: Links 11 (MiT2.-Mi^), 14A, 14, Best II, 17, 
Best IE, 20, Best VI, 54 , 58 , 59 , 40 , 41 
<2g g>*£T 
Route C2-4: Links 11 (Mi71-Mir*4), 15, 25, Best IV, .51, 52, 
55, 54, 58, 59, 40, 41 A 
SEGMENT "D" : MOORE-GRANITE 
ALTERNATE LINKS: 41, 
ALTERNATE ROUTES: 
Route D-l: 
Route D-2: 
42, 43, 44, 45 
Links; 41, 42, 44, 45 
Links; 41, 42, 43, 45 
I 
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' SEGMENT "E": GRANITE-ESSEX 
AI/PERJJATE LINKS: 45A, 45B, 45C, 46, 47, 47A, 48, 49, 50, 51 
52, 53, 55, 56 
LOCALIZED ROUTING ALTERNATES (LRA'S): 
LRA VIII: Alt. VIII-1; Link 45B 
Alt. VIII-2; Link 45C 
ALTERNATE ROUTES: 
Route E-1A: Links; 45A, Best LRA VIII, 46, 47, 47A, 48 
49, 55 
Route E-1B: Links; Above with link 56 instead of link 55 
* 
Route E-2A: Links; 45A, Best LRA VIII, 46, 50, 52, 54, 
49, 55 
Route E-2B: Above with link 56 instead of link 55 
Route E-3A: Links; 45A, Best LRA VIII, 46, 47, 51, 52, 
54, 49, 55 
Route E-3B: Above with link 56 instead of link 55 
Route E-4A: Links; 45A, Best LRA VIII, 46, 47, 47A, 53 
54, 49, 55 
Route E-4B: Above with link 56 instead of link 55 
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F. MICROWAVE AND SUBSTATION SITE IMPACTS 
Impacts resulting from the construction and/or expansion of microwave 
and substation facilities are not in a tabular format as other land uses 
are due to the limited number of facilities. Each facility is discussed 
below. 
1. Microwave Sites 
Pennington Mountain 
The development of this site will result in the loss of two acres 
of hardwood forest area, in addition to the area needed for an 
access road of 1 1/4 miles. All adjacent land is hardwood forest. 
This is considered to be a "severe" impact on the forestry use of 
this, site. 
Ashland 
This site is currently used for row crops. Development of the 
facility will eliminate the possibility of continued use for this 
purpose. Some adjacent land is also used for crop production, but 
there is an existing transmitting tower on one side of the proposed 
site. There should be no adverse impacts on the existing tower 
facility. 
No new access toad will be required because an existing road leads 
to the tower site. Impacts will be "severe" on the crop land and 
this could adversly affect the operation of the farm if suitable 
other cropland is not available. Mitigation in the form of providing 
equal area for crop production at another site should be considered. 
Oak Ridge 
This relatively remote site will impact "severely" on the hardwood 
forest of the site, in addition to the access road of three miles 
which may have to be built if existing forest haul roads are not 
suitable. All existing adjacent and surrounding land use is general 
forest cover (80). 
Parlin 
This site would "severely" impact the softwood forest use. Ap-
proximately two acres of this land use would be lost in addition to 
the area for a one mile access road from Route 201. 
McLean Mountain 
This site will "severely" impact the predominantly softwood within 
the affected area. In addition, forest cover will be removed for 
a necessary access road. 
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Lincoln School 
This site will "severly" impact the forest use of the immediate area 
plus forest land necessary to develop an access road from nearby 
logging roads. This site will be the smallest of all. 
Oakfield Hill 
This site will "severly" impact the forest land of the immediate 
area plus the forest land affected by a necessary access road of 
approximately one mile from the existing road. 
Hot Brook 
Construction of proposed microwave facilities will "severely" impact 
an abandoned pasture area resulting in the removal of some forest 
cover that has grown up at the site. 
Ferry 
The addition to the existing microwave station at this site will 
Impact the immediate abandoned farmland. Caution should be exercised 
in avoiding any encroachment onto the immediate yard area of a nearby 
single family residence. Because there is adequate existing access 
to the site, there are no anticipated land use Impacts for access 
roads. 
Bagley Mountain 
Any extensive microwave facilities beyond the tower presently at 
this site will "severly" impact the adjacent hardwood forest land. 
No land should be required for access to the site as there is a 
paved road to the existing tower. 
Black Cap 
Within the vicinity of the existing tower there is cleared ledge 
classified as undeveloped land use. Any extension of facilities 
beyond the ledge outcrop will "severely" impact the predominantly 
softwood forest cover in the immediate area. This site has an 
adequate existing access road. 
In general, it can be said that although the new sites will "severely" 
impact certain land uses in context of the entire project, these Impacts 
are insignificant in terms of land use. The Ashland site is somewhat 
unique due to the potential loss of cropland which may have related 
local economic impacts. 
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Substation Sites - Expansion 
Fish River 
The development of this site will eliminate crop production on .7 
acres. This must by definition be considered a "severe" impact on 
this cropland. However, consideration must: be given to the poten-
tial impact this loss will have on the farm as a whole. Mitigation 
in the form of monetary adjustment or replacement in-kind should be 
considered. 
Moore 
Expansion of this facility will result in the loss of approximately 
five acres of forestry land, a "severe" impact on this land use, 
but not significant in the context of the entire project. This 
area is the equivalent of 1,450 feet of transmission R.O.W. 
Granite 
The expansion effects of this site are very similar to those of 
Moore except that a slightly smaller (four acres) will be impacted. 
New Sites 
Lincoln School 
Impacts from the construction of this 
affect .7 acres of agricultural land, 
amount in context of the transmission 
or the impoundment portion which this 
Dickey 
Construction of this five acre site would impact on three land 
uses, forestry (3 acres), wetlands (.5 acres) and an open pit 
presently being operated as a dump (1.5 acres). Impacts to the 
forestry would be "severe" but not significant project wide. 
Impacts on the wetlands would also be "severe" since the wetland 
area would likely be filled. Impacts on the dump operation would 
also be "severe" since this activity would cease. 
A slight relocation of the substation site would avoid the impacts 
to the wetlands and the dump operation. 
Moose River - Jackman (Midpoint) 
From the Existing Conditions (Section III) it was determined that 
the land uses at each site were similar, thus these two can be 
facility will "severely 
This is not a significant 
line portion of the project 
site is very close to. 
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discussed together. The selection of one site or another will 
depend on which route is selected. Thus, the relative merits of 
one substation site over another are not important. 
i 
Impacts at either site will be "severe" on approximately five acres 
of forestry land. As with the previously discussed substation 
sites, this is not a significant amount relative to the magnitude 
of the transmission line nor should these impacts be considered 
significant locally. 
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SECTION XI 
ROUTE EVALUATION AND COMPARISONS 
A. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
By reference to Tables 3-1 thru 3-6, the impacts likely to occur after 
some mitigative action are summarized for each link. The tables show 
the number of miles in each link which have a particular land use impact-
ed. The total miles impacted for any link are not related to the total 
miles in the link. Thus, if the total miles of impact are added for a 
given link, this total may be less than or more than the total miles in 
that link. Land use impacts which can be fully mitigated have the 
number 0 and are not counted as impacted miles. Miles where two or more 
land uses are impacted may be counted twice. Thus, the general basis 
for recommendation of one route or Localize Routing Alternate over 
another is the relative number of impacted miles. 
For example, Link 1 is 16.9 miles long and by addition of the impacted 
miles from Table 2 has 36 impacted miles. Link 2 is 17.7 miles long and 
has 53 impacted miles. A comparison of the type of impacts (from Tables 
3-1 thru 3-6) shows them to be similar with neither having high, or 
severe impacts other than forest lands, thus, it is concluded that Link 
1 is preferable to Link 2 (36 impact miles vs 53 impact miles). 
This procedure was followed throughout the project area to find a pre-
ferred route relative to land uses. When the impact miles of alternate 
links were equal as well as the length and type of impacts, no preference 
was indicated. Preference was given to those links without impacts to 
people oriented land use activities such as residential uses, manufacturing 
and commercial/institutional, all other things being approximately 
equal. 
The actual tabulation of impact miles per line was conducted on work 
sheets not included with this report. The results, however, are shown 
in Table 4 or can be easily reconstructed from the addition of figures 
in Tables 3-1 thru 3-6 if desirable. Table 5 is the resultant preferred 
routing based on land use considerations. 
B. SUMMARY (BY SEGMENT) 
The route evaluation for this study was based primarily on the number of 
impacted miles and a comparison and value judgement by the consultant as 
to whether the impacted miles were identical for each of the alternatives 
or represented suitably comparable impacts in different land uses. For 
the most part, impacts were based on the number of impacted miles due to 
the similarity of the type of impacts between alternative links. 
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SEGMENT A 
In Segment A, by referring to figure 8, it can be seen that Routes Ai 
and A2 were identical in their link segments except for Links 1 and 2. 
Thus, the preference of Al over A2 was primarily which link had fewer 
impacts, Link 1 or Link 2. By referring to Table 4, it can be seen that 
Link No. 1 has only 35 miles impacted while Link No. 2 has 53. A close 
check, through Appendix B, revealed that these impacts occurred primar-
ily in forest land areas, therefore, Link No. 1 was selected as being 
preferred over Link No. 2, thus, Routing Al is preferrable to Routing A2 
(see Table 5). 
SEGMENT B 
Segment B had basically four alternatives identified as Bl-1, Bl-2, B2-
1, and B2-2. Within each of these there were two localized routing 
alternatives (LRA's). In selecting a preferred routing for this segment, 
miles impacted for each of the four alternatives, Bl-2 through B2-2 were 
totalled. By referring to Table 4 it can be seen that Link No. 9 had 
196 impacted miles, a very high number relative to other links in this 
routing. Therefore, the two alternatives which utilized Link 9, auto-
matically became very low priority. These were Routes Bl-2 and B2-2. 
The decision then narrowed to Route Bl-1 or B2-1. These two routes are 
very similar except that Route Bl-1 utilizes Links 10 and 12, while 
Route B2-1 utilizes Links 11A and 11. The decision process thus narrowed 
to which of these two combinations had fewer impacted miles. Since only 
a small portion of Links 11 and 12 were involved, these two became 
insignificant in the decision process and the preference narrowed further 
to Link 10 or 11A. Since by reference to Table 4, Link 11A has fewer 
impacted miles than Link 10, Route B2-1 which includes Link 11A, became 
the preferred routing. It should be noted, however, that Bl-1 ranks 
relatively close behind B2-1. Routes Bl-2 and B2-2 each have approxi-
mately 25% more impacted miles than either of the other two. 
SEGMENT C 
This segment is by far the longest and most complicated since it involves 
more alternate links and more LRA's than any of the other segments. The 
determination of a preferred routing for segment C began by totalling 
the number of impacted miles within each of the possible eight alternative 
routes. These are identified as Routes Cl-1 through Cl-4 and C2-1 
through C2-4. Within the eight possible routings there was a total 
range of impacted miles of 320 to 438. (see Table 5) Route Cl-1 has 320 
impacted miles. The next three routes, in order of impacted miles were 
Cl-2, Cl-3 and C2-2. All relatively close in impacted miles ranging 
from 368 to 379. All of the top four preferred routes have most impacts 
in forest land with isolated impacted on single family residential land 
uses. 
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Key links in the decision process were No. 38, 11 and 12. Link 38 had a 
relatively high number of impacted miles for its length. Therefore, 
those routes that included Link 38 generally had more impacted miles 
than routes without this link. Links 11 and 12 were also key in the 
selection process because of the difference in impacted miles between 
these two links, with Link 11 having 146 impacted miles and Link 12 only 
having 109 impacted miles. It, therefore, appeared that those routings 
that did not have either Link 11 or Link 38 were preferrable. This 
narrowed the decision process to Routes Cl-1 and Cl-2 both having Link 
12 and neither having Link 38. Between these two links, the decision 
narrowed to the fewest number of impacted miles in the LRA's. The 
calculations revealed that LRA's 4 and 5 had fewer impacted miles than 
LRA's 2 and 3 of Link Cl-2, thus, Route Cl-1 was a decided favor. 
Routes Cl-2, Cl-3, and Cl-4 were the next most desirable routes due to 
their absence of Link 11. 
SEGMENT D 
Segment D is relatively simple. Only two alternate routes were possible, 
identified as D1 and D2. The routes were identical with the exception 
of Links 43 and 44. Thus, the decision was based on the number of 
impacted miles on these two links. In totalling impacted miles, it can 
be seen from Table 5 that Link 44, has 53 impacted miles, while Link 43, 
has 83 impacted miles. Thus, Link 44 Is decidedly better making Route 
D-1 the preferred route. 
SEGMENT E 
This segment, again, has eight alternate routes identified as E1A, E1B, 
E2A, E2B, E3A, E)B, E4A, and E4B. After totalling the number of impacted 
miles for each of the eight alternate routes, it was found that there 
was a very small spread in the number of impacted miles. The total 
range was from 142 to 162 impacted miles. Routes E1A, E1B, E2B and E4B 
all had less than 150 impacted miles, while the remainder had more than 
150 Impacted miles. The preferred route Is E2B utilizing Link 56 which 
Is found to be preferrable over Link 55. Other preferences for this 
route stem from a slight advantage of Links 50, 52 and 54 over alternate 
links 47, 47A and 48 used in other routes. These preferred links have 
slightly fewer Impacts in residential and forest land uses. The dif-
ferences, however, were small. The remaining links were close in both 
total number of Impacted miles and types of impacts. Thus, It would be 
difficult to assign a further preference beyond those Indicated. In 
general, the four routes F.1A, E1B, E2B, and E4B could almost be con-
sidered as equal in terms of land use impacts. The remaining four 
routes, E2A, E3A, E3B and E4A are all also approximately equal In impacted 
miles and generally less preferrable than the previous four. 
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Environmental Assessment of A l t e r n a t i v e Routes 
Preferred Routing (By Segment) 
Table 5 
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TABLE 6 
SUMMARY OF RESIDENCES WITHIN RIGHT OF WAY 
Segment Route Link Mile No . No. Units Type of Building 
C C -3 381 8 1 ( House 
c r 4 14 1 House 
C2~3 16 1 House 18 House 
D D-2 43 24 1 Mobile Home 
30 1 Seasonal Camp 
30 1 Mobile Home 
E LRA VIII 45B 1 1 House 
All Routes 1 1 Commercial 
All Routes 461'2 3 1 Farm Building 
All Routes 471 1 1 Farm Building 
Except E2-A, 2 Mobile Homes 
E2-B 4 1 House 
El-A 481 1 1 7-8 Complex Cabins 
El-B 5 1 House 
6 1 Mobile Homes 
All Routes 491'2 8 1 House 
11 House 
12 1 House 
E2-A, E2-B 50 2 1 House 
El-A, E2-A 551 4 1 House 
E3-A, E4-A 6 1 House 
^"Parallels existing right-of-way 
2 No alternative route 
* 
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SECTION VIII 
MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 
A. RESIDENTIAL - SINGLE FAMILY (10) 
Since it has been determined that single family residential housing as a 
land use is incompatible with a transmission line, there will exist a 
severe conflict between these two land uses. As such some action is 
necessary to mitigate these conflicting situations. There are two pos-
sibilities. The first mitigating action would be to realign the pro-
posed right-of-way (150 feet) of the transmission line so as to avoid 
both the structure and the immediate yard area around the residential 
building. In this way, the single family residence can remain without 
being affected as a land use. This is not to say, however, that there 
would not be other adverse impacts on this residential dwelling, includ-
ing as social or economic losses. 
In a situation where the transmission line cannot be routed around a 
single family residence, such as the case where it is parallelling an 
existing transmission line, it would appear that relocation of the 
dwelling unit is the only course of action possible. In this case, it 
would be necessary, as part of the mitigation, to try and relocate the 
family to minimize the disruption of their lives and life style. It 
cannot be assumed that relocation automatically implies hardship for 
there are cases noted where relocation has proved to be beneficial and 
advantageous to the family involved. 
In instances where the transmission line is located in close proximity 
to a single family residential area, efforts should be made to minimize 
noise and dust during construction as well as long-term impacts such as 
TV and radio interference and other audible noises which may be produced 
by the transmission line. In addition, a buffer screen should be main-
tained, if possible, to provide a visual barrier between the trans-
mission line and the dwelling units. 
B. MOBILE HOMES (14) 
The impacts and mitigating actions discussed above under single family 
residences apply equally to mobile homes. Realignment of the trans-
mission line should be considered to avoid relocating the family. There 
is, however, one unique difference that mobile home families enjoy which 
is not shared with other types of single family residential units. This 
is, in the event that relocation becomes necessary, the family may take 
their dwelling unit with them. This is viewed as a less severe impact 
because the family does not have to move into a new dwelling as well as 
a new neighborhood. The dwelling and furnishings remain the same and 
only the location differs. By the definition of this study, however, 
the relocation of a mobile home still must be considered a "severe" 
impact in terms of land use. 
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Other mitigative techniques discussed above for single family residen-
tial units of conventional housing types also applied to mobile homes. 
In those instances where the mobile home remains on its existing site 
and the transmission line is routed around the home, but still is in 
very close proximity to it impacts similar to those to single family 
residences will occur. 
C. SEASONAL HOMES (16) 
The most unique aspect of a seasonal home is the site on which it is 
located. As such, the normal mitigative action for relocation of a 
building where a transmission line cannot be rerouted, does not neces-
sarily constitute suitable or equitable action. For example, it is not 
reasonable to assume that a camp located on the side of a lake with a 
particularly unique view could be relocated to another part of that 
lake, where that same view is not enjoyed, as fair mitigative action. 
As such, for seasonal homes, the best mitigative action should be the 
relocation of the line to avoid the camp as well as those scenic or 
aesthetic qualities which give that camp its value. 
In these instances there is less likely to be other impacts from trans-
mission interference than with a year-round residential dwelling, be-
cause most of the activities in a seasonal home are directed outside the 
facility rather than internally with such items as TV and radio. 
D. HIGH DENSITY SINGLE AND MULTI-FAMILY HOMES (11, 12, 13, 15) 
Those impacts previously discussed under single family residential (10) 
apply equally to higher density residential units. Likewise those 
mitigative actions suggested for that housing type apply equally well to 
this housing type. The differences between single family detached and 
higher densities of single family are in terms of the quantity of people 
effected rather than the quality of lifestyle. 
Previous studies have shown that both single family detached and multi-
family structures have been constructed within the view and in close 
proximity to an existing transmission line. Thus, there is a certain 
degree of compatibility between these two land uses in close proximity 
to each other. Thus, it would appear that because of the number of 
families involved, which certainly would have some effect on the econo-
mics of the decision process, that realignment of the transmission line 
should be the primary mitigative action to reduce impacts from severe to 
slight in multi-family housing areas. In many small town cases where 
only limited areas of such communities are serviced by municipal sewer 
and water, relocation of large quantities of people or of high density 
dwelling structures may not be possible. 
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E. MANUFACTURING LIGHT-HEAVY (21, 22) 
The impacts of a transmission line on a manufacturing facility, either 
light or heavy, has been determined to be severe because these two land 
uses cannot exist on the same location. Where conflict exists, mitiga-
tion In the form of realignment of the transmission line should be 
investigated first. This is due to the complexity of relocating the 
manufacturing facility. 
In many instances a specific industry Is site dependent such that the 
relocation of that industry may not be possible. Relocation may cause 
the industry to suffer severe economic losses to the business plus 
resulting in secondary economic impacts to the community as well. A 
full investigation of the industry's need for utilities, transportation, 
storage area, waste discharge, and other locational factors should be 
conducted before a decision is made to relocate a manufacturing faci-
lity. 
If it can be determined that the transmission line can be realigned to 
avoid the facility, little other mitigative action is likely necessary 
as there appears to be a great deal of compatibility between the trans-
mission line and a manufacturing facility if the two are in close proxi-
mity but not in conflict with each other for land use. 
F. RAILROADS (40, Al, 42) 
Because it was determined that there is little conflict between rail-
roads and a transmission line in either parallel or crossing situations, 
little mitigative action is necessary where conflicts occur. Towers for 
the transmission line can be spaced so that there is no conflict between 
the railroad and the transmission line except for a very brief period 
during construction when the tracks may be temporarily blocked. This 
may or may not be a conflict depending on the ability of the railroad 
and USDI to mutually agree on a schedule. No other impacts, thus no 
other mitigative actions, are foreseen. 
G. AIRCRAFT (43) 
Since transmission lines or other objects are forbidden to exist within 
the FAA designated glide path of a runway, the possibility exists for 
severe impacts if a transmission line is proposed to be located within 
this flight path. Only one such potential conflict area was identified 
that being in the vicinity of Montpelier, Vermont. Because of localized 
wind patterns and extensive electronic navigation gear, the relocation 
of a runway to accommodate a transmission line is not generally a feas-
ible mitigative action. It seems, therefore, that should a conflict 
exist between a transmission line and an airport facility, the only 
mitigative action possible is the realignment of the transmission line 
outside the flight path or underground installation of the transmission 
line. 
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H. ROADS (44-46A) 
Like railroads, there appear to be few conflicts between roads and 
transmission lines if towers are placed such that they do not interfere 
with travel. Some temporary conflicts could exist during the construc-
tion period as a result of inconvenience and/or dust from the construc-
tion activity. Use of water and oil to reduce dust and proper coordin-
ation of scheduling of the construction activities with traffic can be 
used as mitigative actions to reduce these impacts. No other long-term 
adverse impacts have been identified between roads and utility lines. 
I. COMMUNICATIONS (47) 
Recognizing that these two facilities will likely not occur at the same 
place but rather in very close proximity to each other, impacts will 
likely be in the form of electronic interference of the two facilities. 
Hence, mitigative action, if any is required, would likely be in the 
form of filters or other accessories applied either to the communica-
tions equipment or the transmission line thus preventing one facility 
from interferring with the operation of the other. There will likely be 
no temporary impacts as a result of construction. 
J. UTILITIES (48) 
Because these facilities tend to be very similar to a transmission line, 
the degree of impact and consequently mitigative action is relatively 
minor. There are, however, certain types of utilities, such as pipe 
lines, which can be affected by the electric current in a transmission 
line. In these specific cases, primarily where the facilities parallel 
each other, some alterations to one of the facilities may be necessary 
to avoid this operational conflict. 
Within this study, there is one instance of a major oil supply pipeline 
crossing the transmission line. However, because this is a crossing 
rather than a paralleling conflict, operational conflicts will likely 
not occur. Some temporary mitigative action, in the form of special 
protection may be necessary during the construction phase to avoid 
damage to an existing utility facility. 
K. TRADE (51, 61) 
Retail trade, like manufacturing facilities, are often site dependent. 
In a case where a transmission line is proposed to impact on a trade 
type land use, the mitigative action of relocation may not be possible. 
A suitable site may not be available within a given area such that the 
trade could operate at its current level. There could, however, be 
instances where such a relocation might also prove beneficial by placing 
it in an area where its business could increase. 
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Other forms of mitigative action would likely be required during the 
construction phase when customers or deliveries might be inconvenienced 
by construction of the power line. A reduction of dust, noise, fumes 
and maintaining easy access to the property would be the best mitigative 
action. 
Mitigative action on institutional facilities, assuming that there is no 
direct conflict requiring relocation of the facility, would likely be 
required during the construction phase. The sophisticated and highly 
specialized nature of most institutional facilities could require that 
special precautions in terms of dust, fumes, noise, and access be taken 
during the construction phase. 
L. RESOURCE EXTRACTION (80-99, 31-35) 
Because of the diversity of the land uses included in this area, speci-
fic land uses will be discussed individually. 
1. Crops (80-82) - Previous studies have shown that the actual amount 
of land taken out of production as a result of the construction of 
a transmission line through an agricultural field is very slight. 
Often, only a fraction of a percentage of the land is taken out of 
production during the operation phase of a transmission facility. 
As such, the best mitigative action, where a transmission line and 
particularly the towers for that line, are to be located within an 
agricultural field would be to locate the towers in an area in the 
field not particularly productive relative to other portions of the 
field. This might be a rock outcropping in the center part of the 
field, a wet or bog area that is not normally cultivated, or a 
corner of the field, where plowing and other cultivation activities 
would not be disrupted severely by the placement of the tower. It 
may be possible to locate the supporting towers for the trans-
mission facility on either edge of the field such that no land is 
taken out of production. 
It is, however, more likely that greater impacts in terms of loss 
of production will occur during the construction period when a 
greater area is required for the erection and construction of the 
transmission line towers. This activity, should be constructed in 
a part of the cultivated land that will cause the least disruption 
to the farmer. If possible, this activity should occur outside the 
cultivated area with the tower then moved to its permanent site. 
Furthermore, the construction activity could be timed such that it 
does not occur at a critical point in the crop cycle of the farm. 
This might be early spring, late fall, or mid-winter when there is 
no activity on the cultivated land. Such coordination with the 
farmer and his specific crop growing season could go a long way 
toward mitigating adverse impacts during the construction period. 
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2. Pasture/Livestock (83, 85) - Since livestock are generally rotated 
from one area to another for grazing purposes, it is entirely 
possible that impacts, both long-term and during construction will 
be minimal. Mitigative actions may not be required. Most miti-
gative action will be during the construction period when a larger 
number of people and a larger area is actively involved in the 
construction process. During these times, however, it may be 
possible for the farmers to graze his cattle in another portion of 
the field such that direct mitigation may not be required. If 
adequate grazing is not available in other portions of the farm, 
mitigative action in the form of transporting the livestock to 
another grazing area or importing feed to the livestock during the 
construction period may be necessary. 
3. Orchards (84) - Previous studies have shown that there is a rela-
tively high degree of compatibility between orchards and trans-
mission lines. In some instances, orchard plants can be maintained 
up to the transmission tower or even under it. Thus, is would 
appear that long-term mitigative action will likely not be required. 
Since most impacts will occur during the construction phase, this 
would be the area in which to concentrate mitigative action. Most 
likely the mitigative action will involve minimizing disruption to 
the normal activities of the orchard grower. Mitigation in the 
form of scheduling around normal work periods such as, crop ma-
turity, picking and harvesting or planting, should be considered. 
If production plants are lost as a result of the location of the 
facility, suitable area for the extension of the orchard area 
should be found such that the production capacity of the farm is 
not impaired by the transmission facility. 
4. Potato House Barns, Poultry, Horticulture, Plantations, Fish Services 
(85A, 86, 87, 88, 89) - The impacts and necessary mitigative action 
for these land uses in some way have been discussed in previous 
resource extraction land uses, i.e. crops, orchards. It can be 
said that most mitigation will be required during the construction 
phase when the largest area and most severe impacts will likely 
occur to these land uses. Long-term impacts and long term mitiga-
tive action will likely not be required. 
5. Mining (90A, 90B) - There will likely be no mitigative action 
required if the transmission facility is located adjacent to an 
active mining area such that the current operation of that facility 
is not impaired. Location of the transmission line should, how-
ever, be structured such that expansion of the activity will not be 
hindered by towers or other facilities of the transmission line. 
Thus, a geologic analysis and discussions with the owner of the 
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operation be conducted prior to the location of the transmission 
facility determine how that facility might effect future growth of 
this land use. Mitigation, in the form of payment for loss of 
expansion area might be necessary. 
If it can be determined that an abandoned mining activity will not, 
in the foreseeable future be activated, no mitigating action should 
be necessary for the construction or placement of a transmission 
facility either within or in proximity to this land use. 
6. Forest Timber (31, 32, 33, 34, 35) - Because of the requirement 
that a transmission right-of-way be clear of all timber, mitigation 
for the loss of the long-term productivity of this resource will be 
required. It is true that the timber removed may have some market 
value which can be recovered, however, it must be remembered that 
timber harvested for a transmission line may not be cut at optimum 
market size and as such have a very low economic value. The miti-
gation actions concerning forest lands are largely economic. Thus 
a review of the economic section of the socio-economic report 
should be conducted to further understand the required mitigative 
actions that may be necessary. 
In the case where the timber is removed, there are however, some 
land use mitigative actions, which when coupled with economic 
impacts can be considered as adequate mitigation. This might 
include the reuse of the land under the transmission facility for 
another agricultural or resource extraction activity such as crop 
production, pasture activity, and Christmas tree growth. All of 
these can help offset the economic losses resulting from removal of 
the timber for the transmission line. 
A secondary impact, which should be mitigated, is that of the 
effect on the new border trees resulting from clearing for the 
transmission line. Trees, once deep in the woods, will now be 
exposed to sun light along the edges of the clearing. These trees 
will be subject to more sun light and exposure to the elements than 
they are previously used to resulting in a higher rate of disease, 
sun scald, and wind damage than before. If there are plans, by the 
landowner, to reuse the land, some mitigation in the form of con-
tinued maintenance of trees affected by this new exposure could be 
considered a mitigative action. 
M. UNDEVELOPED (91, 99) 
Most of the land use activities which occur in undeveloped areas are 
unorganized, unrecorded, and to a large degree unquantifiable. It is 
thus difficult to assess the impacts or the mitigative actions that may 
be necessary if such activities are lost. It might be said, however, 
that there is a certain amount of aesthetic appeal and enjoyment attri-
buted to water and wetlands which would be lost through the construction 
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of a transmission facility. Most of these impacts, however, are more of 
a recreation and aesthetic nature. As such, it would be prudent to 
review the recreation and aesthetic reports as well as this report for 
probably impacts and mitigative action. 
The loss of a water area for fishing or boating cannot likely be miti-
gated except by relocation of the facility outside of these land use's. 
The loss of a wetland could be considered more severe, because of the 
higher liklihood of associated ecological impacts which may result from 
the placement of a transmission facility in these land uses. Again, 
realignment of the transmission facility or respacing the towers to 
avoid this land use might well be the best mitigative action, both 
during construction and in the long run. 
N. CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATIONAL (70-76) 
1. Camping Areas (70) - The impacts of a transmission line being 
located through a camping area fall into two general areas, aes-
thetic and functional. To mitigate the functional loss of a 
camping ground relocation of the facilities to a new area if avail-
able would be necessary. It must be remembered, however, that a 
camping area usually does not exist as an entity unto itself, but 
exists in conjunction with other recreational activities such as 
hiking trails, a swimming beach, or other outdoor recreation acti-
vities. Relocation of the camp ground may place it too far away 
from other facilities to be practical. 
Assuming that the transmission facilities were located outside of 
the camp ground itself, some mitigation to reduce impacts from 
noise, dust, and general interference to the camping environment 
should be provided. This can be done through scheduling of the 
construction activity to coincide with the slack periods in the 
camping activity or through other means to reduce evidence (smoke, 
noise, dust) of the construction activity. 
2. Snowmobiling (71) - The impacts and the resulting mitigative action 
for snowmobiling are likely to be unique. As discussed under the 
impact section (Section IV, E), many snowmobile users frequently 
travel on utility right-of-ways as these are typically owned by the 
utility company who generally have no objection to the public 
making use of the transmission line for this activity. The Dickey-
Lincoln Transmission Line, however, will not be on land owned by 
the government, but rather will be on easements of land still under 
the original private owner. As such, it is likely that snowmobil-
ing activity will be found traversing this facility as it typically 
does in other parts of the states, causing the private land owner a 
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loss of privacy and possibly damage to his property. To mitigate 
this, it may be necessary to have informational meetings with 
snowmobiling clubs and to initiate an extensive signing program to 
inform snowmobilers that this transmission facility is on private 
property and is not open to the general public for snowmobiling 
purposes. Additionally, landowners may limit public access to the 
right-of-way by installing fencing. 
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SECTION VIII 
ADVERSE EFFECTS WHICH CANNOT BE AVOIDED SHOULD THE PROPOSED ACTION BE 
IMPLEMENTED 
It is difficult to assess the adverse impacts which cannot be avoided in 
terms of each of the land uses affected or potentially effected by the 
construction of this transmission line. This is due to the effective 
nature of certain mitigative techniques which can be applied to reduce 
adverse impacts. There are, however, several general statements which 
can be made regarding adverse impacts on each of the land uses. 
RESIDENTIAL - In certain situations, particularly where the proposed 
transmission line will parallel an existing line, it may be difficult 
to realign the proposed transmission facility to avoid some residential 
buildings. In these cases, relocation of the families will be the only 
possible action available. This is considered to be a major adverse 
impact on these residential units and their families because of the dis-
ruption to lifestyles. There are, however, some instances where relo-
cation of a family to a new structure in a new area has proved bene-
ficial to the families. Such instances are better documented in the 
social and economic impact assessment report. 
In terms of land use, it must be considered a strong adverse impact 
where the existing residential structures can no longer exist. These 
instances, however, appear to be few along the proposed transmission 
line and are summarized in Table 6. 
MANUFACTURING - Manufacturing, like residential land uses, cannot exist 
within the transmission right-of-way. It, therefore, is a serious 
adverse impact which cannot be avoided if the transmission line cannot 
be realigned to avoid such land uses. Unlike residential structures, 
however, relocation of a manufacturing facility may be much more costly 
and difficult to accomplish, if in fact it can be done at all. There 
are certain situations where the location of a manufacturing building is 
particularly critical to its successful operation. Such instances might 
be the case where the facility depends upon a certain highway, communica-
tion, or water facility, thus making relocation impossible or question-
able if the success of the manufacturing operation is to continue. 
TRANSPORTATION - In general, transportation is unaffected by a trans-
mission line whether the two facilities cross each other or parallel. 
Compatibility of these two land uses occurring side-by-side is well 
documented. Therefore, no adverse impacts are anticipated between 
them. 
COMMUNICATIONS - The nature of electronics and the side effects from a 
transmission line must be studied in depth before a full assessment can 
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be made of the compatibility between these two land uses. Physically, 
within certain limitations, they can exist in the same general area such 
that it would be difficult to say adverse impacts on communication would 
result from the location of a transmission line in close proximity. The 
side effects, (frequency interference and other signal problems) could 
be considered an adverse impact which cannot be avoided in certain 
situations unless the two facilities are separated. 
UTILITIES - Utilities and transmission lines are generally compatible 
and no adverse impacts can be summarily attributed to the location of a 
transmission line in a utility corridor. 
TRADE - This classification includes most commercial and institutional 
land uses. In general, those situations which apply to manufacturing 
facilities apply to commercial facilities as well. The adverse effects 
of a transmission line on a retail facility could mean that facility 
ceases to operate successfully. Relocation cannot be considered as a 
suitable mitigative action because of the critical nature of location on 
the success of certain retail trades. 
Institutions, on the other hand, may not be affected adversely by the 
location of a transmission line in the proximity of such facilities if 
the transmission line does not cause the removal of a building. In many 
cases, institutional facilities include a substantial amount of open 
space through which a transmission line could be located without adverse 
impacts. 
RESOURCE EXTRACTION - With the exception of certain crop type agricul-
tural activities, it can be said, that resource extraction activities, 
such as forestry, and mining must cease to exist in the presence of a 
transmission line. This constitutes an adverse impact in terms of land 
use which cannot be avoided by relocation or other mitigative action. 
The determination as to the seriousness of this impact can only be 
viewed in terms of other impacts associated with it in terms of aesthe-
tic qualities and socio-economic losses. 
UNDEVELOPED LAND - As with other land uses, the location of a transmis-
sion line in undeveloped areas can mean the cessation of this land use 
activity. Whether or not this is critical to man's activity in the 
area, is another question outside the study of this report. It can, 
however, be said that in certain situations, the loss of wetlands and 
water areas can have other detrimental side effects in terms of the 
ecology and socio and economic impacts. The location of a transmission 
line, therefore, through an undeveloped area, could have significant 
adverse impacts which cannot be avoided except by relocation of the line 
to another area. 
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CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT/RECREATIONAL - These land uses are characterized 
mostly by local, state and national park and recreation lands. The lo-
cation of a transmission line through such lands, will for the most 
part, allow these activities to continue but with some diminished value 
in terms of enjoyment. This is considered to be an adverse impact that 
cannot be avoided unless the transmission line is relocated outside of 
this land use. It should be noted, however, that in general, the activi-
ties associated with this land use will continue to be available and can 
be pursued by the general public. Thus, it would appear that the adverse 
impacts which cannot be avoided are more in terms of quality than in 
quantity. 
SECTION IX 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF MAN'S ENVIRONMENT 
AND THE MAINTENANCE AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY 
Although transmission lines are seldom removed once installation is 
completed, future technology, after many years, may find that alternate 
methods of energy production at a local level or other means of trans-
porting electricity from the source of generation to the point of use 
may be found. Should that occur, the need for transmission lines could 
cease, thus effecting the removal of these transmission facilities. 
With this in mind, it seems that the relationship between the local 
short-term use of the land and the long-term productivity which these 
lands might have can be a temporary commitment. The short-term which 
could be considered to be 100 years or less would mean the loss of 
certain land use activities during this time. In the event that trans-
mission facilities change through advanced technology, however, it is 
possible that these facilities can be removed and the land used for a 
variety of other land uses desirable at that point in time. Certainly 
changing economic conditions could cause the relocation of a trans-
mission facility to another area, if an alternate land use was more 
valuable to society. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the long-term productivity of the land is 
not necessarily jeopardized by the installation of a transmission 
facility. The decision to locate a transmission line in a particular 
area reflects the economic and social values of a point in time rather 
than a long-term or permanent commitment of that land to that specific 
land use. As technology and economics change in our society, it is 
entirely possible and probable that land uses will change as well. 
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SECTION XI 
IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES 
This report focuses on Land Use, or the man-made features and values 
given to the various land parcels along the proposed corridor. Over the 
past centuries, since men have inhabited northern Maine, New Hampshire 
and Vermont, many uses have been assigned to the land now under study. 
Likely, it was first used for hunting and trapping, then timber, followed 
by agriculture, and today a number of other activities. 
What is significant is that the land itself remains, and that the place-
ment of a transmission line will, like all other previous uses, pass on 
as life styles and values change. Perhaps the surface features will 
change and even the soil might change slightly due to new plant communi-
ties growing in the cleared area, but the basic land resource will 
always remain. 
Therefore, there are no irreversible and irretrievable commitment of 
resources associated with the land uses. The transmission line can be 
removed at any time and the land once again used for forestry, agricul-
ture or uses not yet conceived. 
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SECTION XI 
ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION 
At this time, there appear to be no alternatives to this proposed project 
in terms of land use. If high voltage electricity must be transferred 
from Dickey in northern Maine to Essex in Vermont, the state of current 
technology suggests that some form of transmission line will be required. 
The only question is one of location. The U.S. Department of Interior 
has, through previous studies, identified many alternative routes and 
narrowed the consideration to those presented as alternates in this 
report (Figure 8). 
This report, and others, are in essence the study of alternatives avail-
able at this point in time. The question of power supply, the value of 
Dickey-Lincoln versus other generation sources and future power needs 
are not part of this study. These too are questions of alternatives, 
but are beyond the scope of this study. 
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